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-To create natural and neutral light for self tapes 
-Set the camera to the proper settings 
-Set an angle that is appealing but also neutral to allow for performance to be seen 
-Create a background that is not distracting 
-Compress and upload the proper files 
-Get casted!

Goals:



Lighting

-For a self tape, Soft light is ideal. 
 -its flattering 
 -it illuminates evenly/ doesn't cause strange shadows 
 -easy to get from a window during the day 

-Soft boxes help diffuse the light. 
  
-Ring lights can be good, but usually 
work best when closer to your face. 



Lighting
Modifying a window can help create soft light quickly and 
cheaply. 

 -Choose a window that doesn’t get direct, hard sunlight 

 -If hard sunlit window is the only option, hang a white  
 sheet or other thin, neutral colored fabric over it. Even a  
 patchwork of white printer paper can work. 

 -make sure the window is either behind the camera or  
 only a few degrees off. 

 -Window light only works during the day, so if you are  
 taping at night, you gotta light it up!

Hard window light:

Amazing portrait, Bad self tape

Soft window light: window is behind the camera.



Lighting
Adding a light helps create a consistency and flexibility so you don’t have to rely on a 
window or time of day to self tape. 

A lamp- Most people have them around the house. Can work in a pinch.  
Usually not as bright, higher wattage bulbs can damage them.  

Softbox set up- diffuses the light to make a controllable soft light.  
Amazon has a ton of kits w/ a stand for under $60. 

Umbrella set up- similar light quality as a soft box, usually cheaper, 
 but less control. Quicker to set up than soft box 

Light panel- can be Bi-color (3200k-5600k) but 
not as soft. Combine a panel with a soft box 
and you can get best of both worlds. Although 
more expensive and sometime have a green 
color shift unless you buy a high end light. 



Lighting
Color temp: 
 -It’s best if all of the lights in the shot are the same color temp. 
 -Either buy matching lights to your windows (5600k) or turn off lights in your home   
that aren’t the same color as the light you have. If you have a light that is warmer, like 3200k, make 
sure to close any window shades to avoid the room looking blue. 

The camera settings should match your light 
temperature. Window light is around 6500k, Lamps are 
around 3200k. When you buy a light it is most likely 
5600K. 

Auto white balance will work fine IF all of the lights are 
the same temperature. If you set up a soft box thats 
daylight and have a warm ceiling light on, the camera 
will either make you blue or the room yellow. 



Camera
“The best camera is the one you have with you.” Is a common 
saying in the photography world. It’s about not stressing on the 
tech and focus on the intent. Your performance is the #1 priority in 
a self tape. So the less you have to hassle with the technical things 
the more you can concentrate on the audition. 

-A smart phone is probably the best bet for simplicity. 

-An upgrade would be a DSLR, but for around the same price you 
can get an iPhone 11/ Pixel 4. 

-Regardless of camera here are basic settings: 
 -1080p (no 4k) 
 -30fps or 24fps if available 
 -White balance that fits your lights 
 -Always shoot horizontal* 
  *full body shots might not be achievable in your space horizontally, a vertical might be    

  necessary just to fulfill that request.  
   



Camera
Quick format settings for iPhone:  
 



Camera
In order to get the right angle a tripod or stabilization is needed. 

-Bigger size tripods are available on amazon for under $30 

-The mini ones are under $20 but are less versatile. Would most 
likely require some furniture or books to raise to the proper height. 

-The ideal height for the camera is at your eye height, which is a 
flattering and neutral angle. 



Camera
Sizing and framing the shot is also important. 

-If the casting director asks for a “Medium Shot” 
Here is quick break down of what that means -> 

-When framing keep your eyes at the top 3rd of the frame. 

-Avoid the “Bullseye” where  
 your head is in the center.



Compressing Video

Apparently there is a file size limit to what casting agents require 
for a self tape upload. Jess mentioned 500MB max. Depending on 
your camera, the final video might bee more than 500MB. Gotta 
squeeze it down. 

-Handbrake is a free program available to compress video. 

-www.handbrake.fr 

-it will compress video into H.264 MP4 format which is a standard 
and will be the best compression for uploading. 

-the program has a ton of very technical features, but we only need 
to know 5% of it for it to work for self tape compression. 

-i’ll do a quick live run-through.  
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